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Abstract. An automorphic loop (or A-loop) is a loop whose inner mappings are
automorphisms. Every element of a commutative A-loop generates a group, and
(xy)−1 = x−1y−1 holds. Let Q be a finite commutative A-loop and p a prime.
The loop Q has order a power of p if and only if every element of Q has order a
power of p. The loop Q decomposes as a direct product of a loop of odd order
and a loop of order a power of 2. If Q is of odd order, it is solvable. If A is a
subloop of Q then |A| divides |Q|. If p divides |Q| then Q contains an element
of order p. If there is a finite simple nonassociative commutative A-loop, it is of
exponent 2.

1. Introduction

A loop (Q, ·) is a set Q with a binary operation · such that (i) for each x ∈ Q,
the left translation Lx : Q → Q; y 7→ yLx = xy and the right translation Rx : Q →
Q; y 7→ yRx = yx are bijections, and (ii) there exists 1 ∈ Q satisfying 1·x = x·1 = x
for all x ∈ Q. The left and right translations generate the multiplication group
Mlt(Q) = ⟨Lx, Rx | x ∈ Q⟩. The inner mapping group Inn(Q) = Mlt(Q)1 is the
stabilizer of 1 ∈ Q. Standard references for the theory of loops are [4, 5, 17].
A loop Q is an automorphic loop (or A-loop) if every inner mapping of Q is an

automorphism of Q, that is, Inn(Q) ≤ Aut(Q). Thus the class of A-loops, which is
certainly not the class of all loops, includes, for instance, groups and commutative
Moufang loops [5].
The study of A-loops was initiated by Bruck and Paige [6]. They obtained many

basic structural results for A-loops and also described some constructions. The bulk
of [6] was devoted to the (implicitly stated) problem of whether every diassociative
A-loop, that is, an A-loop in which every 2-generated subloop is a group, is a
Moufang loop. Affirmative answers were given by Osborn [16] in the commutative
case, and Kinyon, Kunen and Phillips [13] in the general case. Moufang A-loops
have been used to characterize a certain class of quasigroups [12], and have been
shown to have an affirmative answer for the restricted Burnside problem [18].
By contrast, the study of other classes of A-loops has lain quite fallow. In this

paper, we give a detailed structure theory for commutative A-loops. Here is a
summary of our main results:
In §2, we present preliminary results which will be used throughout the rest of

the paper. Some of these results, such as the power-associativity of commutative
A-loops (Lemma 2.4) are already known for arbitrary A-loops [6], but we give
short proofs to make the present paper self-contained. Other results, such as the
automorphic inverse property (Lemma 2.6) are new.
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In §3, we study commutative A-loops of odd order, i.e. finite A-loops in which
every element has odd order (Lemma 3.1). The multiplication group of a commu-
tative A-loop contains a natural (but not at all obvious) twisted subgroup (Lemma
3.3). In the odd order case, this enables us to construct a new loop operation on a
commutative A-loop with the property that powers in the new loop coincide with
powers in the original loop (Lemma 3.5). The new loop is in fact a Bruck loop, and
we exploit this fact to establish Lagrange and Cauchy theorems for commutative
A-loops of odd order (Propositions 3.6 and 3.7). Our main result in §3 is the Odd
Order Theorem: every commutative A-loop of odd order is solvable (Theorem 3.12).
In §4, we turn to a property trivially satisfied in abelian groups and valid in

commutative Moufang loops thanks to dissociativity: the product of squares is a
square. This turns out be true in commutative A-loops as well (Theorem 4.1),
despite the fact that the naive formula x2y2 = (xy)2 does not hold in general.
Instead, x2y2 = (x⋄y)2 for a rather complicated binary operation ⋄; in the Moufang
case, ⋄ coincides with the original operation. Following the same philosophy as
in the odd order case, we study the new operation ⋄ and note that it defines a
commutative, power-associative loop on the same underlying set as the original
commutative A-loop. In the odd order case, ⋄ yields an isomorphic copy of the
original loop (Lemma 4.6), but at the other extreme where every element has order
a power of 2, the new loop operation ⋄ turns out to have strong structural properties,
as we will show in later sections.
In §5, we prove a Decomposition Theorem: every finite commutative A-loop is

a direct product of a subloop of odd order and a subloop in which every element
has order a power of 2 (Theorem 5.1). This is a generalization of the familiar
decomposition theorems in abelian groups and commutative Moufang loops. Unlike
in those cases, however, no further decomposition is possible: commutative A-loops
of odd order are not necessarily direct products of p-loops for odd p.
In §6, we examine commutative A-loops of exponent 2. This special case is of par-

ticular importance because of a straightforward consequence of the Decomposition
Theorem and the Odd Order Theorem, namely that a finite, simple, commutative
A-loop is either a cyclic group of odd prime order or it has exponent 2 (Proposition
6.1). To study the exponent 2 case, we return to the new loop operation ⋄ intro-
duced in §4, and prove the main result of §6: if Q is a finite, commutative A-loop
of exponent 2, then (Q, ⋄) is an elementary abelian 2-group (Theorem 6.2). An
immediate corollary of this is that a commutative A-loop of exponent 2 has order
a power of 2 (Corollary 6.3).
In §7, we briefly examine p-loops. The main result is that the two reasonable

definitions of this notion coincide for commutative A-loops, that is, a finite com-
mutative A-loop has order a power of p if and only if every element has order a
power of p (Theorem 7.1). For p odd, this is a consequence of the Lagrange and
Cauchy theorems. For p = 2, it follows from the Decomposition Theorem and the
fact that it has already been observed in the exponent 2 case. We now easily derive
the Lagrange and Cauchy Theorems for all finite commutative A-loops (Theorem
7.2).
Finally, in §8 we state three open problems. The first, which we expect to generate

a great deal of interest in loop theory, is whether there exists a nonassociative, finite
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simple commutative A-loop (Problem 8.1). The results in this paper already tell
us a great deal about the structure such a loop must have. The second problem
(Problem 8.2) is whether every commutative A-loop of odd prime power order has
a nontrivial center, that is, whether the loop is centrally nilpotent. The third
(Problem 8.3) addresses the existence of Hall and Sylow subloops.
We should note that the variety of commutative A-loops is vast compared to the

variety of abelian groups. There exist many nonassociative examples even under
very restrictive conditions, such as in the case of commutative A-loops of exponent
two. While every A-loop of prime order p is isomorphic to the cyclic group of order
p, a class of nonassociative commutative A-loops of order pq (2 < p < q primes)
was found by Drápal [7]. A survey of known constructions and the classification of
commutative A-loops of small orders will appear in the planned sequel [11] to this
paper. In [11], we also give an example of a commutative A-loop of order 16 that
is not centrally nilpotent.
The main idea of this paper is to associate a new loop operation with the original

loop. In the odd order case, where the original loop is uniquely 2-divisible, this
is a familiar approach [10], [8]. However, in all earlier instances it was somewhat
transparent what the associated loop operation should be, unlike here. A common
feature is to take advantage of the unique square roots. We do not have access
to square roots in 2-loops, but if for every x, y there is z such that x2y2 = z2

(Theorem 4.1), our novel idea is to declare z to be a new product of x and y. As
demonstrated in this paper, this approach is most fruitful in case of commutative
A-loops. Moreover, we now have some anecdotal evidence that the connection is
more profound, and that binary operations associated in this or similar manner are
deserving of a systematic investigation in other varieties of loops.
The well-behaved structure theory of commutative A-loops belies the rather tech-

nical lemmas on which it is based. Most of these lemmas involve detailed equational
reasoning, often obtained with the assistance of the automated theorem prover
Prover9 [15].
Finally, we should mention that many of our structural results for commuta-

tive A-loops of odd order can be generalized to the noncommutative case. These
generalizations will appear elsewhere [14].

1.1. Notation. Throughout the paper, let Q denote a commutative loop with mul-
tiplication denoted by juxtaposition and with neutral element 1. Since all left trans-
lations are bijections of Q, it is convenient to define the associated left division
operation by

x\y = yL−1
x

for all x, y ∈ Q. It will also be useful to introduce the division permutations
Dx : Q → Q, x ∈ Q, defined by

yDx = y\x = xL−1
y

for all x, y ∈ Q. Note that D2
x = idQ for all x ∈ Q. We will use the usual notation

x−1 = x\1 for the inverse of x, and we will also use the inversion permutation
J : Q → Q defined by

xJ = xD1 = x−1
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for all x ∈ Q.
To avoid excessive parenthesization, we will use the following convention. The

multiplication operation · will be less binding than left division, which is, in turn,
less binding than juxtaposition. For example, with this convention, ab\cd · g\ef is
unambiguously read as ((ab)\(cd))(g\(ef)). On the other hand, we shall certainly
use parentheses, brackets, etc., whenever they help to clarify an expression.
It is well known [5] that for commutative loops, the inner mapping group Inn(Q)

has a distinguished set of generators

Lx,y = LxLyL
−1
yx

for x, y ∈ Q. Using these generators, the A-loop condition can be expressed as
follows:

(uv)Lx,y = uLx,y · vLx,y . (A)

It follows from (A) that (u\v)Lx,y = uLx,y\vLx,y and also JLx,y = Lx,yJ .
The assertion that a permutation φ of a loop Q is an automorphism of Q can be

expressed in equivalent ways in terms of the various loop permutations:

Lxφ = φLxφ, Dxφ = φDxφ .

We shall use these in calculations while referencing (A).

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we establish several preliminary results for commutative A-loops
which will be needed later. Some of these generalize rather easily to arbitrary A-
loops, and some of those generalizations can be found in [6]. We give brief proofs
in the commutative case to make the paper self-contained.
For an automorphism φ of a loop Q, let Fix(φ) = {x ∈ Q |xφ = x}. We begin

with an easy observation.

Lemma 2.1. Let Q be a loop and let φ ∈ Aut(Q). Then

i) Fix(φ) is a subloop,
ii) If x ∈ Fix(φ), then ⟨x⟩ ≤ Fix(φ),
iii) For each x ∈ Fix(φ),

Lxφ = φLx and Dxφ = φDx . (2.1)

Lemma 2.2. For all x, y, z in a commutative A-loop Q,

x ∈ Fix(Ly,z) ⇔ yLxLz = yLzLx ⇔ z ∈ Fix(Ly,x) .

Proof. We have xLy,z = x iff xLyLz = xLyz iff yLxLz = yLzLx. Since this last
equation is symmetric in x and z, the other equivalence follows. �

For x in a loop Q and n ∈ Z, we define xn = 1Ln
x. Then x·xn = 1Ln

xLx = 1Ln+1
x =

xn+1 for all n ∈ Z. Also, for any φ ∈ Aut(Q), (xn)φ = 1Ln
xφ = 1φLn

xφ = (xφ)n.
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Lemma 2.3 ([6], Thm 2.6). In a commutative A-loop, the following identities hold
for all x, y and for all m,n ∈ Z:

xnLy,xm = xn (2.2)

LxmLxn = LxnLxm (2.3)

LxnLy,xm = Ly,xmLxn (2.4)

DxnLy,xm = Ly,xmDxn (2.5)

Proof. First, we have xLy,x = xy\(x · yx) = xy\(xy · x) = x, so that x ∈ Fix(Ly,x).
By (A) and Lemma 2.1(ii), xn ∈ Fix(Ly,x) for all n ∈ Z. Thus by Lemma 2.2,
x ∈ Fix(Ly,xn), and so xm ∈ Fix(Ly,xn) for all m,n ∈ Z by (A) and Lemma 2.1(ii)
again. This establishes (2.2), and then (2.3) follows from another application of
Lemma 2.2. Finally, (2.4) and (2.5) follow from (2.2) and (2.1). �

A loop is said to be power-associative if for each x, the subloop ⟨x⟩ is a group.
Power-associativity is equivalent to xmxn = xm+n for all x ∈ Q and all m,n ∈ Z.

Lemma 2.4 ([6], Thm. 2.4). Every commutative A-loop is power-associative.

Proof. For all m, k ∈ Z and for all x,

xmxk+1 = xm(xk · x) (2.4)
= xk(xm · x) = xm+1xk .

By an easy induction, xmxk+n = xm+nxk for all m,n, k ∈ Z. Taking k = −n, we
have the desired result. �

Lemma 2.5. In a commutative A-loop, the following identities hold:

ynLy,x = (xy\x)−n for all n ∈ Z , (2.6)

xy2 = (xy)(xy\x)−1 . (2.7)

Proof. We compute

y−nLy,x = (y−1)nLy,x
(A)
= (y−1Ly,x)

n = (xy\x)n ,

and thus obtain (2.6) upon replacing n with −n. Finally we have

xy\xy2 = yLy,x
(2.6)
= (xy\x)−1 ,

which is equivalent to (2.7). �

A loop is said to have the automorphic inverse property (AIP) if it has two-sided
inverses and satisfies

(xy)−1 = x−1y−1 or equivalently, LxJ = JLx−1 (AIP)

for all x, y.

Lemma 2.6. Every commutative A-loop has the AIP.
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Proof. Using the fact that Lx−1Lx = Lx−1,x is an automorphism, we compute

yLxLx−1J
(2.3)
= yLx−1LxJ

(A)
= y−1Lx−1Lx

= x−1[Ly−1L−1
y ][LyLx]

(2.3)
= x−1L−1

y [Ly−1Ly,x]Lxy

(A)
= x−1L−1

y Ly,xLy−1Ly,x
Lxy

(2.6)
= [(xy)−1 · (xy\x)]Lxy

= xL−1
xyL(xy)−1Lxy

(2.3)
= xL(xy)−1

= (xy)−1Lx = yLxJLx .

Thus LxLx−1J = LxJLx, or Lx−1J = JLx. Replacing x with x−1, we obtain
(AIP). �
Lemma 2.7. In a commutative A-loop, the following identities hold.

Lx,y = Lx−1,y−1 (2.8)

Lx,y = L−1
x−1\yLxLy (2.9)

Lx,y = LyL
−1
x−1\yLx (2.10)

Lx\y,x = L(y\x)−1,x (2.11)

L−1
(x\y)−1\xLx\y = L−1

y Ly\x (2.12)

Proof. First, (2.8) is an easy consequence of the AIP:

(zLx,y)
−1 (AIP)

= z−1Lx−1,y−1
(A)
= (zLx−1,y−1)−1 .

For (2.9), we compute

L−1
x−1\y[LxLy] = [L−1

x−1\yLx,y]Lyx
(A)
= Lx,yL

−1
(x−1\y)Lx,y

Lyx

(2.8)
= Lx,yL

−1
(x−1\y)Lx−1,y−1

Lyx = Lx,yL
−1
(y−1x−1)−1Lyx

(AIP)
= Lx,yL

−1
yxLyx = Lx,y .

Next, we have

L−1
y Lx,y

(2.4)
= Lx,yL

−1
y

(2.9)
= L−1

x−1\yLx ,

which gives (2.10). For (2.11), we compute

Lx\y,x = L−1
x\y,xL

2
x\y,x

(A)
= L−1

x\y,xLx\y,xL(x\y)Lx\y,x,xLx\y,x = L(y\x)−1,x

using (2.6) and (2.2). Finally, we apply (2.9) to both sides of (2.11) to get

L−1
(x\y)−1\xLx\yLx = L−1

(y\x)\xLy\xLx .

Canceling and using (y\x)\x = y, we obtain (2.12). �
Lemma 2.8. For all x, y in a commutative A-loop,

Dx2 = DxJDx (2.13)

x2 = yDx · y−1Dx (2.14)

x = y−1Dx−1 · yDx2 . (2.15)
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Proof. For all x, y,

yDx2 = xLxL
−1
y = xL−1

x\y[Lx\yLxL
−1
x·x\y] = xL−1

x\yLx\y,x

(A)
= xLx\y,xL

−1
(x\y)Lx\y,x

(2.6)
= xLx\y,xL

−1
(y\x)−1

(2.2)
= xL−1

(y\x)−1

= (y\x)−1Dx = yDxJDx .

This establishes (2.13). Rewrite (2.13) as JDx = DxDx2 since D−1
x = Dx. Applying

this to y, we have y−1Dx = yDxDx2 = x2L−1
yDx

, which is equivalent to (2.14). Finally,

rewrite (2.13) (applied to y) as xL−1
yDxJ

= yDx2 , or x = yDx2LyDxJ . Using (AIP),
we obtain (2.15). �

3. Commutative A-loops of odd order

A loop is uniquely 2-divisible if the squaring map x 7→ x2 is a permutation.
In finite, power-associative loops, being uniquely 2-divisible is equivalent to each
element having odd order.
The following is well-known and holds in more generality than we need here.

Lemma 3.1. A finite commutative loop Q is uniquely 2-divisible if and only if it
has odd order.

Proof. If Q is uniquely 2-divisible, then the inversion permutation J does not fix
any nonidentity elements. Hence the set of nonidentity elements of Q has even
order, and so Q has odd order.
Now assume Q has odd order, and fix c ∈ Q. By commutativity, the set U =

{(x, y) | xy = c, x ̸= y} has even order. Since the set V = {(x, y) | xy = c} has size
|Q|, it follows that the set U\V = {(x, x) |x2 = c} has odd order, and hence is
nonempty. Thus the squaring map x 7→ x2 is surjective, and hence, by finiteness,
bijective. �

In this section we will study the structure of commutative A-loops of odd order
in detail. To explain our approach, we first need a useful notion from group theory;
cf. [3, 8].
A twisted subgroup of a groupG is a subset T ⊂ G satisfying (i) 1 ∈ T , (ii) a−1 ∈ T

for each a ∈ T , and (iii) aba ∈ T for each a, b ∈ T . A twisted subgroup T is uniquely
2-divisible if the restriction of the squaring map x 7→ x2 to T is a permutation.
On a uniquely 2-divisible twisted subgroup T , one can define a loop operation

◦ by a ◦ b = (ab2a)1/2 where the exponent 1/2 denotes the unique square root
in T . The loop (T, ◦) is then a (left) Bol loop, that is, it satisfies the identity
x ◦ (y ◦ (x ◦ z)) = (x ◦ (y ◦ x)) ◦ z. In addition, (T, ◦) satisfies (AIP); left Bol loops
with (AIP) are known as left Bruck loops.
For some classes of loops, the multiplication groups contain natural twisted sub-

groups. Up until now, the only known example of this is the variety of Bol loops:
for a Bol loop Q, the set LQ = {Lx |x ∈ Q} of left translations is a twisted subgroup
of Mlt(Q). In case Q is uniquely 2-divisible, there is also a natural left Bruck loop
structure on LQ. It turns out that this Bruck loop structure can be isomorphically
transferred to the underlying set Q itself, so that Q has two loop structures (which
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may or may not coincide); its original Bol loop structure and the transferred Bruck
loop structure.
There are two things that make all of this particularly useful. The first is that

uniquely 2-divisible Bruck loops are highly structured [9]. The second is that powers
of elements in the two loop structures coincide. It is thus possible to prove results
about the original Bol loop by using its associated Bruck loop. This idea was
fruitfully exploited for Moufang loops by Glauberman [10]; for the Bol case, see [8].

We will now apply the same circle of ideas to commutative A-loops. We will start
by identifying a twisted subgroup of the multiplication group of a commutative A-
loop. For each x in a commutative A-loop Q, set

Px = LxL
−1
x−1

(2.3)
= L−1

x−1Lx . (P)

and let PQ = {Px |x ∈ Q}. Observe that the set PQ trivially satisfies two of the
conditions for being a twisted subgroup: idQ = P1 ∈ PQ, and for each x ∈ Q,

PxPx−1 = LxL
−1
x−1Lx−1L−1

x = idQ ,

so that P−1
x = Px−1 ∈ PQ.

Lemma 3.2. For all x, y in a commutative A-loop Q,

x−1Pxy = xy2 (3.1)

Lx−1Pxy = PyLx (3.2)

Proof. Applying (AIP) to (2.7) and rearranging gives (3.1). Next, for all x, y ∈ Q,

Lx−1Pxy = Lx−1L−1
(xy)−1Lxy

(AIP)
= Lx−1L−1

x−1y−1Lxy = L−1
y−1Ly−1,x−1Lxy

(2.8)
= L−1

y−1Ly,xLxy = L−1
y−1LyLx = PyLx .

This proves (3.2). �
Note that (3.1) can also be obtained by applying (3.2) to 1 ∈ Q.

Lemma 3.3. For all x, y in a commutative A-loop Q,

PxPyPx = PyPx . (3.3)

In particular, PQ is a twisted subgroup of Mlt(Q).

Proof. For all x, y ∈ Q,

PxPyPx = PxPyLxL
−1
x−1

(3.2)
= PxLx−1PxyL

−1
x−1

(P)
= LxPxyL

−1
x−1 = LxPx−1(x−1\xy)L

−1
x−1

(P)
= LxPx−1·yPx

L−1
x−1

(3.2)
= PyPxLx−1L−1

x−1

= PyPx .

This establishes (3.3), and the rest follows immediately. �
Lemma 3.4. For all x in a commutative A-loop Q and for all n ∈ Z,

P n
x = Pxn . (3.4)
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Proof. We have already noted (3.4) for n = −1, while it is trivial for n = 0, 1. If
(3.4) holds some n, then

P n+2
x = PxPxnPx

(3.3)
= PxnPx = Pxn+2 ,

the last equality holding by power-associativity (Lemma 2.4). The rest follows by
induction. �
In calculations, we will frequently use (3.4) without explicit reference.
Now assume Q is a uniquely 2-divisible, commutative A-loop. By (3.4), the

twisted subgroup PQ is also uniquely 2-divisible. Thus there is a natural Bruck
loop operation ◦ on PQ given by

Px ◦ Py = (PxP
2
yPx)

1/2 (3.4)
= (PxPy2Px)

1/2 (3.3)
= (Py2Px

)1/2
(3.4)
= P(y2Px)1/2 . (3.5)

Thus as with uniquely 2-divisible Bol loops [8] or Moufang loops [10], we define a
new binary operation (for which we will use the same symbol) on the underlying
set Q by

x ◦ y = (y2Px)
1/2 = (x−1\xy2)1/2 . (B)

By (3.5), the mapping x 7→ Px is a surjective homomorphism from the magma
(Q, ◦) to the loop (PQ, ◦). In addition, note that this mapping is injective; indeed,
if Px = idQ, then x2 = 1Px = 1 so that x = 1. Thus (Q, ◦) is isomorphic to (PQ, ◦).
Therefore we have most of the following.

Lemma 3.5. For a uniquely 2-divisible, commutative A-loop Q, (Q, ◦) is a Bruck
loop. Powers in Q coincide with powers in (Q, ◦).
Proof. The remaining assertion about powers follows easily from (B), the power-
associativity of Q (Lemma 2.4), and an easy induction argument. �
In the finite case, we may now reap the benefits of the known structure theory

of Bruck loops of odd order [9] to obtain Lagrange and Cauchy theorems. We will
implicitly use Lemma 3.1 in what follows.

Proposition 3.6. Let A ≤ B be subloops of a finite commutative A-loop Q of odd
order. Then |A| divides |B|. In particular, the order of any element of Q divides
|Q|.
Proof. The subloops A and B of Q yield subloops (A, ◦) and (B, ◦) of (Q, ◦). The
result then follows from ([9], Corollary 4, p. 395). �
Proposition 3.7. Let Q be a finite, commutative A-loop of odd order. If a prime
p divides |Q|, then Q has an element of order p.

Proof. This holds in the corresponding Bruck loop (Q, ◦) [9]. Since powers of an
element agree in both Q and (Q, ◦), the result follows. �
Lemma 3.8. Every inner mapping of a uniquely 2-divisible, commutative A-loop
Q acts as an automorphism of (Q, ◦).
Proof. This is obvious from the definition of ◦. �
Lemma 3.9. Let Q be a commutative A-loop of odd order. A subloop K of (Q, ◦)
is a subloop of Q if and only if Kφ = K for each φ ∈ Inn(Q) ∩ ⟨Lx : x ∈ K⟩.
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Proof. The “only if” direction is trivial, so assume the hypothesis of the converse.
Fix u, v ∈ K. Note that u−1, v−1 ∈ K, and since powers agree in (Q, ◦) and Q,
v1/2 ∈ K. Thus K also contains

(u ◦ v1/2)2 = vLuL
−1
u−1 = vL2

uL
−1
u L−1

u−1 = vL2
uL

−1
u−1,u .

By hypothesis, K then also contains vL2
u. By induction, K contains vL2k

u for all
integers k. Now let 2n+1 be the order of u. Then L2n+1

u ∈ Inn(Q), since 1L2n+1
u =

u2n+1 = 1. Hence K contains vL−2n
u L2n+1

u = uv, and also vL
2(−n−1)
u L2n+1

u = u\v.
Thus K is closed under multiplication and left division in Q and is therefore a
subloop of Q. �

At a particular point in the proof of Theorem 3.12 below, we will show that the
Bruck loop associated to a certain commutative A-loop is commutative. In order
to proceed, we will then need the corollary to the following technical lemma.

Lemma 3.10. Let Q be a commutative A-loop and assume that the identity

y2Px = x2Py (3.6)

holds for all x, y ∈ Q. Then for all x, y ∈ Q,

y2Px = x2y2 . (3.7)

Corollary 3.11. Let Q be a uniquely 2-divisible, commutative A-loop. Then (Q, ◦)
is commutative if and only if (Q, ◦) is isomorphic to Q.

Indeed, in the uniquely 2-divisible case, (3.6) asserts that (Q, ◦) is commutative,
and (3.7) says that (x ◦ y)2 = x2y2, that is, the squaring map x 7→ x2 is an
isomorphism from (Q, ◦) to Q.

Proof of Lemma 3.10. First we establish

(xy2)Px = xPxy (3.8)

for all x, y ∈ Q. Indeed, we have

(xy2)Px
(2.3)
= y2PxLx

(3.6)
= x2PyLx

(P)
= 1PxPyPxLx−1

(3.3)
= 1PyPxLx−1

= x−1 (yPx)
2 (3.1)

= xPx−1·yPx

(P)
= xPxy .

Next, we will also require

x−1Py2 = y2Px−1PyLx (3.9)

for all x, y ∈ Q. For this, we compute

x−1Py2 = x−1Px·x\y2
(3.1)
= x(x\y2)2

= (x\y2)2Py−1PyLx
(3.6)
= y−2Px\y2PyLx

=
(
(x\y2) · (x\y2)−1\y−2

)
PyLx

(AIP)
=

(
(x\y2) · (x−1\y−2)\y−2

)
PyLx

=
(
(x\y2)x−1

)
PyLx = y2Px−1PyLx .
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Now, we compute

y2PxPyLx
(3.6)
= x2P 2

yLx
(P)
= 1PxPy2PxLx−1

(3.3)
= 1Py2Px

Lx−1 = x−1
(
y2Px

)2
(3.1)
= xPx−1·y2Px

= xPxy2

(AIP)
= xPx−1y−1PxyPxy2

(3.1)
=

(
x−1y−2

)
PxyPxy2

(AIP)
= (xy2)−1Pxy2·(xy2\xy)Pxy2

(3.1)
=

(
xy2 · (xy2\xy)2

)
Pxy2

(3.8)
= (xy2)Pxy2·(xy2\xy) = (xy2)Pxy

(3.1)
= x−1P 2

xy = x−1P(xy)2

(3.9)
= (xy)2Px−1PxyLx .

Canceling Lx, we have

y2PxPy = (xy)2Px−1Pxy = 1PxyPx−1Pxy = 1Px−1Pxy

(3.1)
= 1Pxy2 = (xy2)2 .

Thus

y2Px = (xy2)2Py−1
(3.6)
= y−2Py2x

(3.1)
= y2x2 ,

which is (3.7). �

We now turn to the main result of this section

Theorem 3.12 (Odd Order Theorem). Every commutative A-loop of odd order is
solvable.

Proof. Let Q be a minimal counterexample. Since normal subloops and quotients
of commutative A-loops of odd order also have odd order, it follows that Q must
be simple. Let N denote the derived subloop of (Q, ◦), that is, the smallest normal
subloop of (Q, ◦) such that (Q/N, ◦) is an abelian group. Finite Bruck loops of odd
order are solvable ([10], Thm. 14(b)), and so N is a proper subloop. Clearly N is
fixed by every automorphism of (Q, ◦). By Lemma 3.8, N is fixed by every element
of Inn(Q). Thus by Lemma 3.9, N is a subloop of Q itself. Since N is invariant
under Inn(Q), N is normal in Q. But Q is simple, and so N = {1}. Therefore
(Q, ◦) is an abelian group. By Corollary 3.11, (Q, ◦) is isomorphic to Q. Thus Q is
an abelian group, which contradicts the assumption that Q is not solvable. �

4. Squares and an Associated Loop

In an abelian group, or even a commutative Moufang loop, the product of two
squares is trivially a square, for in such loops the identity x2y2 = (xy)2 holds. This
identity does not hold in commutative A-loops. For example, there is a nonassocia-
tive, commutative A-loop of order 15 [7] in which the identity fails. Nevertheless,
the more fundamental assertion about the product of two squares holds, as we are
going to show.
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Motivated by Theorem 4.1 below, we introduce a new binary operation in com-
mutative A-loops:

x ⋄ y = (xy\x · yx\y)−1 = yLy,x · xLx,y , (⋄)
where the second equality follows from (2.6) and (AIP).

Theorem 4.1. For all x, y in a commutative A-loop,

x2y2 = (x ⋄ y)2 .

To establish the theorem, we require a couple of lemmas.

Lemma 4.2. For all x, y in a commutative A-loop Q,

x ⋄ y = x2 · x\(xy\x)−1 . (4.1)

Proof. First, we have

xLx,y = (x2y)L−1
yx = yL−1

x LxLx2L−1
yx

(2.3)
= yL−1

x Lx2LxL
−1
yx = yL−1

x Lx2L−1
y Ly,x . (4.2)

Thus,

x ⋄ y = yLy,x · xLx,y
(4.2)
= yLy,x · yL−1

x Lx2L−1
y Ly,x

(A)
= [y · yL−1

x Lx2L−1
y ]Ly,x = yL−1

x Lx2Ly,x

(2.1)
= yLy,xL

−1
x Lx2

(2.6)
= (xy\x)−1L−1

x Lx2

= x2 · x\(xy\x)−1 ,

which gives (4.1). �
Lemma 4.3. For all x, y in a commutative A-loop,

x−1\(xy\x) = y\(yx\y)−1 . (4.3)

Proof. We compute

(y\(yx\y)−1)Lx−1Lxy = (yx\y)−1L−1
x\xyLx−1Lxy

(2.9)
= (yx\y)−1 Lx−1,xy

(A)
= ((xy)Lx−1,xy\yLx−1,xy)

−1 (2.2)
= (xy\yLx−1,xy)

−1

(2.8)
=

(
xy\yLx,(xy)−1

)−1
=

(
xy\(x(xy)−1)−1

)−1

(AIP)
=

(
xy\(x−1 · xy)

)−1
= x .

Thus y\(yx\y)−1 = xL−1
xyL

−1
x−1 = x−1\(xy\x), as claimed. �

Now we turn to the main result of this section.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Set z = x ⋄ y. Then

x2Dz = zL−1
x2

(4.1)
= (x2 · x\(xy\x)−1))L−1

x2

= x\(xy\x)−1 (AIP)
= (x−1\(xy\x))J

(4.3)
= (y\(yx\y)−1)J = (y2 · y\(yx\y)−1)L−1

y2 J

(4.1)
= zL−1

y2 J = y2DzJ .
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Thus x2 = x2D2
z = y2DzJDz

(2.13)
= y2Dz2 = z2L−1

y2 , and so x2y2 = z2, as claimed. �

As the notation suggests, we will now consider (Q, ⋄) as being a new magma con-
structed on a commutative A-loop Q. We introduce notation for the corresponding
left translation map:

ySx = x ⋄ y (S)

for all x, y. Note that

Sx = LxDxJL
−1
x Lx2 (4.4)

by Lemma 4.2.

Proposition 4.4. Let Q be a commutative A-loop and let ⋄ be defined by (⋄). Then
(Q, ⋄) is a power-associative, commutative loop with the same neutral element as
Q. Powers in (Q, ⋄) coincide with powers in Q.

Proof. Commutativity is clear from the definition as is the fact that (Q, ⋄) has the
same neutral element as Q. By (4.4), each Sx is a permutation of Q. Hence (Q, ⋄)
is a loop. Finally, power-associativity of (Q, ⋄) and the coinciding of powers follow
from the power-associativity of Q (Lemma 2.4). �
For later use, we note the following.

Lemma 4.5. For all x, y in a commutative A-loop Q and all m,n ∈ Z,
SxnLy,xm = Ly,xmSxn . (4.5)

Proof. This follows immediately from (4.4), (2.4), (2.5) and (AIP). �
We conclude this section by noting that for uniquely 2-divisible, commutative

A-loops, the loop operation ⋄ gives nothing new.

Lemma 4.6. If Q is a uniquely 2-divisible, commutative A-loop, then (Q, ⋄) is
isomorphic to Q.

Proof. Indeed, the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 shows that the squaring map is an
isomorphism from (Q, ⋄) to Q. �
We will return to the associated loop operation (Q, ⋄) in §6 when we consider

commutative A-loops of exponent 2.

5. The Decomposition Theorem

Our main goal in this section is the following.

Theorem 5.1 (Decomposition for Finite Commutative A-loops). If Q is a finite
commutative A-loop, then Q = K(Q)×H(Q), where K(Q) = {x ∈ Q | |x| is odd }
and H(Q) = {x ∈ Q |x2n = 1 for some n ∈ Z}.

In addition, K(Q) has odd order (Theorem 5.3(v) below), and we will show later
that H(Q) has order a power of 2 (Theorem 7.1).

Proposition 5.2. In a commutative A-loop Q, the set K1(Q) = {x2 | x ∈ Q} is a
normal subloop of Q.
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Proof. The set K1 is closed under multiplication by Theorem 4.1. By Proposition
4.4, given x, z ∈ Q, there exists a unique y ∈ Q such that x ⋄ y = z, and so
x2y2 = z2 by Theorem 4.1 once more. Thus K1 is a subloop of Q. The normality
of K1 follows from the fact that all inner mappings of Q are automorphisms of Q
and hence preserve squares. �
Theorem 5.3. Let Q be a commutative A-loop. For n ≥ 1, define

Kn(Q) = {x2n |x ∈ Q},

K(Q) =
∩
n≥1

Kn(Q).

Then:

i) Kn+1(Q) = {x2 |x ∈ Kn(Q)} for every n ≥ 0.
ii) Kn+1(Q) ⊆ Kn(Q) for every n ≥ 0.
iii) Kn(Q)EQ for every n ≥ 0.
iv) K(Q)EQ.
v) If Q is finite, then K(Q) = {x ∈ Q | |x| is odd } and |K(Q)| is odd.

Proof. If x ∈ Kn(Q) then x = y2
n
for some y ∈ Q and x2 = y2

n+1 ∈ Kn+1(Q).

Conversely, if x ∈ Kn+1(Q) then x = z2
n+1

= (z2
n
)2 for some z ∈ Q and z2

n ∈
Kn(Q). This proves (i) and (ii).
By Proposition 5.2, K1(Q) ≤ Q. Assume that Kn(Q) ≤ Q. By (i), Proposition

5.2 applied to Kn(Q) yields Kn+1(Q) ≤ Kn(Q) ≤ Q. The normality of Kn(Q) in
the A-loop Q follows for free. This proves (iii) and (iv).
For (v), assume that Q is finite. Then there is n such that Kn+1(Q) = Kn(Q) =

K(Q) = {x2 | x ∈ K(Q)}, by (i). The mapping x 7→ x2 is a bijection of K(Q)
fixing 1 ∈ K(Q), so K(Q) contains no elements of order 2 and hence no elements
of even order. Conversely, pick x ∈ Q of odd order, say |x| = 2m+ 1. The equality
x = x2m+2 = (xm+1)2 then implies x ∈ K1(Q), so that xm+1 ∈ K1(Q) by (iii). Thus
x ∈ K2(Q) by (i), and so on, proving x ∈ K(Q). The remaining assertion follows
from Lemma 3.1. �
Lemma 5.4. For every x, y in a commutative A-loop Q,

(x\(y\x))2\(y−1(y\x))2 = (x\y)−2 (5.1)

Proof. With y replaced by x\y, (2.7) yields

x(x\y)2 = y(y\x)−1 . (5.2)

Replacing y with y\x and using (y\x)\x = y gives

x(x\(y\x))2 = y−1(y\x) . (5.3)

Applying J and using (AIP) gives

x−1(x\(y\x))−2 = y(y\x)−1 . (5.4)

Putting (5.2) and (5.4) together, we have

(x\y)2(x\(y\x))−2 = xDy(y\x)−1 · x−1Dy(y\x)−1
(2.14)
= (y(y\x)−1)2 .
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Applying J to both sides and using (AIP), we have (x\y)−2(x\(y\x))2 = (y−1(y\x))2,
and this is clearly equivalent to (5.1). �

Proposition 5.5. Let Q be a commutative A-loop, and let x ∈ Q satisfy x2n = 1.
Then (xy)2

n
= y2

n
for every y ∈ Q.

Proof. We proceed by induction on n. The claim is clearly true when n = 0. Let
n ≥ 0, assume that the claim holds for n, and let x ∈ Q satisfy x2n+1

= 1. Then
the induction assumption yields

(x2y)2
n

= y2
n

= (x2(x2\y))2n = (x2\y)2n (5.5)

for every y ∈ Q. We may apply any automorphism φ to (5.5), and then set z = yφ
to obtain ((xφ)2z)2

n
= z2

n
= ((xφ)2\z)2n for all z ∈ Q. In particular, we choose

φ = JLx,x\y (by (A) and (AIP)). Then xJLx,x\y = y\(x\y) by (2.6) (or direct
calculation). Hence

(z(y\(x\y))2)2n = z2
n

= ((y\(x\y))2\z)2n (5.6)

for every y, z ∈ Q. Thus

y2
n+1 (5.6)

= [y(y\(x\y))2]2n+1 (5.3)
= [x−1(x\y)]2n+1

= [(x−1(x\y))2]2n

(5.6)
= [(y\(x\y))2\(x−1(x\y))2]2n (5.1)

= (y\x)−2n+1

.

Then

(y−1)−2n+1

= y2
n+1 (2.2)

= y2
n+1

Ly,y−1 = (y\x)−2n+1

Ly,y−1

(A)
= ((y\x)Ly,y−1)−2n+1

= (y−1x)−2n+1

.

Taking inverses and replacing y with y−1, we obtain y2
n+1

= (xy)2
n+1

, which com-
pletes the proof. �

Theorem 5.6. Let Q be a commutative A-loop. For n ≥ 0, let

Hn(Q) = {x ∈ Q | x2n = 1},

H(Q) =
∪
n≥0

Hn(Q).

Then:

i) Hn+1(Q) = {x ∈ Q | x2 ∈ Hn(Q)} for every n ≥ 0.
ii) Hn+1(Q) ⊇ Hn(Q) for every n ≥ 0.
iii) Hn(Q)EQ for every n ≥ 0.
iv) H(Q)EQ.

Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are obvious. For (iii) and (iv), it suffices to show that
Hn(Q) ≤ Q for every n ≥ 0 and H(Q) ≤ Q. Let x ∈ Hn(Q), y ∈ Hm(Q) and

let k = max{n,m}. Then Proposition 5.5 yields (xy)2
k
= x2k = 1 and (x\y)2k =

(x · x\y)2k = y2
k
= 1. �

Finally, we turn to the proof of the main result of this section.
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Theorems 5.3 and 5.6, K and H are normal subloops of
Q. Clearly K ∩ H = 1, and KH = Q is proved in the same way as for groups
(since the argument takes place in cyclic subgroups, by power-associativity). Then
Q = K ×H follows. �

6. Commutative A-loops of exponent 2

We now turn to commutative A-loops of exponent 2. The following result shows
why this special case is of particular importance.

Proposition 6.1. A finite simple commutative A-loop is either a cyclic group of
order p for some odd prime p, or it has exponent 2.

Proof. Let Q be a finite simple commutative A-loop. By the Decomposition The-
orem 5.1, Q = K(Q) × H(Q). Since Q is simple, Q = K(Q) or Q = H(Q). In
the former case, Q is solvable by Theorems 5.3(v) and 3.12. Thus Q is both sim-
ple and solvable, and hence is a cyclic group of odd prime order. Now assume
Q = H(Q), that is, every element of Q has order a power of 2. The subloop
K1(Q) = {x2 |x ∈ Q} is normal (Proposition 5.2), and so either K1(Q) = Q or
K1(Q) = ⟨1⟩. In the former case, the squaring map is a bijection by finiteness, but
then Q has odd order by Lemma 3.1, a contradiction. Thus for every x ∈ Q, x2 = 1,
that is, Q has exponent 2. �
Our goal in this section is to establish the following.

Theorem 6.2. Let Q be a commutative A-loop of exponent 2. Then (Q, ⋄) is an
elementary abelian 2-group.

Corollary 6.3. If Q is a finite, commutative A-loop of exponent 2, then |Q| is a
power of 2.

The proof of Theorem 6.2 will require some technical lemmas. Throughout the
rest of this section, let Q be a commutative A-loop of exponent 2. The operation ⋄
and the corresponding translations Sx simplify accordingly:

x ⋄ y = x\(xy\x)
Sx = LxDxL

−1
x

Thus S2
x = LxDxL

−1
x LxDxL

−1
x = LxD

2
xL

−1
x = idQ. This establishes the following.

Lemma 6.4. For all x, y ∈ Q, x ⋄ (x ⋄ y) = y, that is, S2
x = idQ.

Lemma 6.5. For all x ∈ Q,

Sx = LxDxL
−1
x = L−1

x DxLx . (6.1)

Proof. The first equality has already been established. Since Q has exponent 2,

Dx = DxL2
x
for each x. Now L2

x = Lx,x ∈ Inn(Q), and so we have L2
xDx = L2

xDxL2
x

(A)
=

DxL
2
x. Applying L−1

x on the left and on the right, we obtain the desired result. �
Lemma 6.6. For all x, y, z ∈ Q,

yLz\(x·zy),zSzy = zLyL
−1
x DyLx . (6.2)
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Proof. First, we compute

yLx,zSzyL
−1
zx\zyLzx = yLx,zSzyL

−1
zy [LzyL

−1
zx\zyLzx]

(2.10)
= yLx,zSzy[L

−1
zy Lzx,zy]

(2.4)
= yLx,z[SzyLzx,zy]L

−1
zy

(4.5)
= y[Lx,zLzx,zy]SzyL

−1
zy

= [yLx]Lz[L
−1
zxLzx]LzyL

−1
zy·zxSzyL

−1
zy = xLyLzLzyL

−1
zy·zx[SzyL

−1
zy ]

(6.1)
= xLyLzLzyL

−1
zy·zxL

−1
zy Dzy .

Now since Q has exponent 2, 1LyLzLzy = 1, and so LyLzLzy ∈ Inn(Q). Also,
zx · zy = (y\x)LyLzLzy. Thus we may apply (A) to get

yLx,zSzyL
−1
zx\zyLzx = xL−1

y\xLyLz[LzyL
−1
zy ]Dzy = [xL−1

y\x]LyLzDzy

= [yD2
xLyLz]Dzy = zDzy

= y .

where we have used y2 = 1 in the penultimate step. Hence

yLx,zSzy = yL−1
zxLzx\zy

(2.12)
= yL−1

(zy\zx)\zyLzy\zx .

Replacing x with xLzyL
−1
z = z\(x · zy), we obtain

yLz\(x·zy),zSzy = yL−1
x\zyLx = zLyL

−1
x DyLx .

This establishes (6.2). �
Lemma 6.7. For all u, v, w ∈ Q,

uLv\(w·uv),v = uLvL
−1
w DvLw . (6.3)

Proof. We compute

uLv\(w·uv),v = [uLv\(w·uv)]LvL
−1
w·uv = w[LuvL

−1
v Lu]LvL

−1
w·uv

(2.10)
= wLu,uvLvL

−1
w·uv = wLv\uv,uvLvL

−1
w·uv

(2.11)
= w[Luv\v,uvLv]L

−1
w·uv = [wLuv\v]LuvL

−1
w·uv

= (uv\v)LwLuvL
−1
w·uv = vL−1

uvLw,uv

(2.10)
= vL−1

w\uvLw = uLvL
−1
w DvLw ,

which establishes (6.3). �
Lemma 6.8. For all u, v, w ∈ Q,

uL−1
v\wLvLvw,u = wu . (6.4)

Proof. We compute

u[L−1
v\wLv]Lvw,u

(2.9)
= uLv,wL

−1
w Lvw,u

(2.4)
= uL−1

w [Lv,wLvw,u]

= [uL−1
w Lv]LwLuL

−1
vw·u = vLw\uLwLuL

−1
vw·u

= v[Lw\uLw,u]LwuL
−1
vw·u

(2.9)
= vLwLuLwuL

−1
vw·u

= ((u · vw) · wu)L−1
vw·u = wu ,
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which establishes (6.4). �

Lemma 6.9. For all u, v, w ∈ Q,

vLw,uSuv = vLw,uL
−1
u Lv . (6.5)

Proof. We begin with

vLu\(w·uv),uSuv
(6.2)
= uLvL

−1
w DvLw

(6.3)
= uLv\(w·vu),v .

Replacing w with wL−1
uvLu, we have

vLw,uSuv = uLv\uw,v
(2.11)
= uLuw\v,v

(2.9)
= uL−1

(uw\v)\vLuw\vLv = uL−1
uwLuw\vLv

= vL−1
uwLuw\uLv

(2.12)
= vL−1

(u\uw)\uLu\uwLv

= vL−1
w\uLwLv

(2.9)
= vLw,uL

−1
u Lv .

This establishes (6.5). �

Lemma 6.10. For all x, y ∈ Q,

L−1
x DyLx = L−1

y DxLyDxy . (6.6)

Proof. We have

zLyL
−1
x DyLx

(6.2)
= yLz\(x·zy)Szy

(6.3)
= y[LzL

−1
x ]DzLxSzy

= yL−1
z\x[Lz\x,zDz]LxSzy

(2.5)
= yL−1

z\xDz[Lz\x,zLx]Szy

= yL−1
z\xDzLz\xLzSzy .

Now set u = yL−1
z\xDzLz\x = zL−1

(z\x)\yLz\x, and observe that

uL(z\x)y,z
(6.4)
= yz . (6.7)

Thus using the commutativity of ⋄, we compute

zLyL
−1
x DyLx = (zu)Szy = (zy)Szu

(6.7)
= uL(z\x)y,zSzu

(6.5)
= uL(z\x)y,zL

−1
z Lu

(6.7)
= (yz)L−1

z Lu = yLu

= uLy = zL−1
(z\x)\yLz\xLy

(2.9)
= zLz\x,y

= zLz\xLyL
−1
(z\x)y = (yx)L−1

(z\x)y = zDxLyDxy .

Thus LyL
−1
x DyLx = DxLyDxy. Multiplying on the left by L−1

y , we obtain (6.6). �

Lemma 6.11. For all x, y ∈ Q,

L−1
x DyLx = L−1

xy S(xy)\xLxy . (6.8)
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Proof. We compute

L−1
x DyLx = L−1

x L−1
y SyLyLx = L−1

x L−1
y SyLy,xLxy

(A)
= L−1

x L−1
y Ly,xSyLy,xLxy

(2.6)
= L−1

xy S(xy)\xLxy ,

where we have also used the assumption that Q has exponent 2 in the last step. �
Finally, we have enough for the main result of this section.

Proof of Theorem 6.2. By commutativity of ⋄ (Proposition 4.4) and x ⋄ x = x2 = 1
for all x ∈ Q, all that is needed is to show that ⋄ is associative. First, apply (6.8)
to both sides of (6.6) to obtain L−1

xy S(xy)\xLxy = L−1
yxS(yx)\yLyxDxy, or S(xy)\x =

S(yx)\yLyxDxyL
−1
xy = S(yx)\ySxy. Replace x with y\x to get Sx\(y\x) = Sx\ySx. Re-

place y with xy to obtain Sx\(xy\x) = SySx, or Sx⋄y = SySx. This is precisely
associativity of ⋄: applying both sides to z, we have (x ⋄ y) ⋄ z = x ⋄ (y ⋄ z) for all
x, y, z ∈ Q. This completes the proof. �

7. p-loops

For a finite, power-associative loop Q, there are at least two reasonable ways to
define what it means for Q to be a p-loop: either every element of Q has order a
power of p, or |Q| is a power of p. Fortunately, these two notions are equivalent for
groups, Moufang loops, and, as we are about to show, for commutative A-loops.

Theorem 7.1. Let Q be a finite commutative A-loop and let p be a prime. Then
|Q| is a power of p if and only if every element of Q has order a power of p.

Proof. Assume first that p is odd. If |Q| is a power of p, then by Proposition 3.6,
every element of Q has order a power of p. Conversely, if |Q| is divisible by an odd
prime q, then by Proposition 3.7(iii), Q contains an element of order q. Thus if
every element of Q has order a power of p, |Q| must be a power of p.
Now assume that p = 2 and that |Q| is a power of 2. Since Q = K(Q) ×H(Q)

(Theorem 5.1) and |K(Q)| is odd (Theorem 5.3), we must have K(Q) = ⟨1⟩, and
so Q = K(Q), that is, every element of Q has order a power of 2.
For the converse, assume that Q is a smallest commutative A-loop of exponent

a power of 2 such that |Q| is not a power of 2. Consider the normal subloop
1 < H1 = {x ∈ Q |x2 = 1}, cf. Theorem 5.6. Then |H1| is a power of 2 by
Corollary 6.3. If H1 = Q, we have reached a contradiction. If H1 < Q then
|Q/H1| is a power of 2 by minimality, and so |Q| = |H1| · |Q/H1| is a power of 2, a
contradiction. �
Unlike in the case of abelian groups, for a finite commutative A-loop Q, the

normal subloop K(Q) does not necessarily decompose as a direct product of p-
loops. For example, Drápal [7] constructed a commutative A-loop of order 15 that
is not a direct product of a 3-loop and a 5-loop.

Theorem 7.2 (Lagrange and Cauchy Theorems). Let Q be a finite commutative
A-loop. Then:

i) If x ∈ A ≤ Q then both |x| and |A| divide |Q|.
ii) If a prime p divides |Q| then Q has an element of order p.
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Proof. Combine Theorems 5.1, 7.1 and Propositions 3.6, 3.7. �

8. Open Problems

We conclude this paper with some open problems.

Problem 8.1. Does there exist a nonassociative, finite simple commutative A-loop?

By Proposition 6.1 and Corollary 6.3, such a loop would have exponent 2 and
order a power of 2. To get some insight into the problem, more constructions of
commutative A-loops which are 2-loops are needed; see [11].
Recall that the center of a loop Q is the set of all elements a satisfying a · xy =

x · ay = xa · y for all x, y. In groups and Moufang loops, the center of a p-loop is
always nontrivial, and thus such loops are centrally nilpotent.

Problem 8.2. Let p be an odd prime. Does there exist a finite commutative A-loop
of order a power of p with trivial center?

By a classic result of Albert [1], it would be sufficient to show that Mlt(Q) is a
p-group.
The restriction to odd p is necessary. There exist commutative A-loops of expo-

nent 2 of all orders 2n, n ≥ 4 with trivial center [11].
For a set π of primes, a positive integer n is a π-number if n = 1 or if n is

a product of primes in π. For each positive integer n, let nπ denote the largest
π-number dividing n. A subloop K of a finite, power-associative loop Q is a Hall
π-subloop if |K| = |Q|π. In case π = {p}, we say that K is a Sylow p-subloop of Q.

Problem 8.3. Let Q be a commutative A-loop.

i) For each set π of primes, does Q have a Hall π-subloop?
ii) For each prime p, does Q have a Sylow p-subloop?

Sylow 2-subloops certainly exist by Theorems 5.1 and 7.1. In both the Hall and
Sylow cases, the problem reduces to considering commutative A-loops of odd order.
Hall and Sylow subloops of the associated Bruck loop (Q, ◦) exist [9], so the question
is whether or not these are also subloops of Q itself.
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